Arran 2014
“No need for rock boots” I said confidently. It was only Diff and although it might be a bit slippy in
the wet according to the guide books, it would be perfectly dry up there by now.
We’ll come to the Witch’s Step later!
The 2014 MMC trip to the Isle of Arran took up where we left off after last year’s successful outing
had whetted our appetites and left us with some definite objectives.
The cast from last year was reassembled - Raz, Tony, Al, Will, Steve, Malcolm and Keith (by kind
permission of the Avon Mountaineering Club). The weather had put off new cast members Ade and
Sarah and in the end, Pat couldn’t make it. But we were strengthened by the addition of two vets
(that’s vets as in animals and not as in no longer in the flush of youth): Sabine - (whose shift
patterns finally allowed her out to play), and John, my long time climbing friend from Hereford
whose was about to retire from general practice.
The hard core of Steve and Will camped but the rest of us settled for the comforts of the Lochranza
Youth Hostel. We were warmly welcomed back by Natalia and Michal the Polish couple who make
such a good job of running this stunningly situated mini hotel.

View from near the Hostel

Most of the party travelled up on the Saturday. To be honest, the forecast was a bit discouraging
but we learnt that the weather here was not always reflected in the headlines or the printouts from
the internet. The best approach turned out to be to watch the BBC cloud maps and follow the
predicted patterns over the day to come. Generally this worked fine. But it couldn’t disguise the
fact that there was a lot rain around for the first couple of days.

On the Sunday while John and I were driving up and Keith was on a plane, the rest of the team took
an initially sunny walk up Glen Sannox but as they approached the saddle between Goat Fell and Cir
Mhor, (pronounced Voor), the cloud and rain came in and although they made the top of Cir Mhor,
views were limited and the team were pretty soggy by the time they got down again via the col
between Cir Mhor and Casteal Abhail. As John and I arrived there was a lot of gear drying out. Some
of it was Keith’s. Fresh off the plane he’d gone for a ramble on his own. Last year he’d forgotten his
overtrousers. This year, he remembered to bring them but then neglected to take them out with
him. The team was now complete and in good spirits.
We had quite a few objectives for the week including scrambly ridges, and big routes in the Classic
and Hard Rock coffee-table books. Even the BBC forecast couldn’t give us a dry day for the Sunday
so we settled for a ridge walk which forms part of one of the Big Walks in another of Ken Wilson’s
tomes - the Big Walks.
We parked up near the campsite in Glen Rosa, taking real care not to rip the sumps off the various
cars. The track seemed much worse than last year. Initially we did get the fantastic view of Cir
Mhor as Glen Rosa unwound in front of us but soon the rain set in steadily. The “path” up towards
Ben Nuis soon disappeared, along with any pretence for most of us of keeping our feet dry in the
bottomless boggy morass. But Sabine did spot an adder. The heathery pathless slopes leading up
from the bog, were at least dryer but still energy sapping. It was with some relief that a real path
emerged as we neared the ridge leading to the summit with impressive granite cliffs dropping down
to our right. We stopped for a bite to eat and some of the mist began to roll away. We could see the
remains of a light aircraft that had just failed to breast the ridge below us. Sobering.
As we set off again, the mists began to swirl and clear and the rain stopped. By the time we got to
the summit of Ben Nuis we could see across to the main summits of Cir Mhor, Casteal Abhail and
Goat Fell and also, to the West, across to the Mull of Kintyre and the valley we had walked up last
year (via what we now know as Raz’s river crossing).
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The ridge continued pleasantly down to a col and then up to the summit of Ben Tarsuinn with the
impressive Meadow Face Slabs, home of some hard routes, sweeping down below us. Views were
fleeting, but we could see the A’Chir Ridge (scene of one of last year’s outings) spread out to the
North with the boulder problem summit block clearly visible. Our route led us steeply down to the
col between A’Chir and Ben Tarsuinn and then back round over Ben a’Chliabhain ( pronounced
Cleevan but now christened Ben Chilblain by John). Not much of a view now but a pleasant rocky
summit. The rocks soon gave way to bog as the party split and found its various ways back down to
the footbridge in Glen Rosa and so, back to the cars. We weren’t completely soaked and at least got
some views.
Overnight, and quite outrageously, the hostel, previously the exclusive preserve of ladies and
gentlemen of a certain age, was invaded by youth. A large school party instantly reduced the
average age by a factor of two or three. They were pretty well-behaved all in all and their teachers
kept a close rein on them - no mobile phones allowed and the TV lounge out of bounds. We thought
they probably came from fairly privileged backgrounds. The fact that Raz had to open a can of beans
after one lad had already broken two tin-openers (never having used one before) seemed to
provide confirmation. Presumably, the family butler usually did this sort of manual labour.
The forecast for Tuesday, even on the Beeb was not perfect but it looked like a possible day to get
on the rock on Cir Mhor. John, Sabine and Keith had not done the classic Sou’Wester Slabs, while
Will and Steve fancied Caliban’s Creep - an outing up the ridge on the left. Both were graded V Diff.
Raz and Tony (with Al), were keen to try the harder South Ridge Direct. At least they had been keen
until some doubts about the weather put them off committing to the harder climbing involved.
They went for a nice walk instead over the more rounded hills on the West of the Island.
The rest of us set off up Glen Rosa. No climbs get done without commitment on Arran. It’s two and
a half hours solid graft to reach the grassy slopes beneath the slabs on the West side of Cir Mhor.
While Steve and Will set off up Caliban’s Creep, I started up Sou’Wester slabs. This would be

Sabine’s first significant climb and her very first multi-pitch route so it would be interesting to see
how her training at the Reach and a couple of days each on the sandstone and at Stanage would pay
off.
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I’d done the route last year but still found the first pitch awkward - bits of jamming and some
friction work for the feet but beautiful rock. Sabine tied on and soon swarmed up it relishing the
feel of the rock and the variety of the climbing. The next pitch is a beauty up lovely cracks with an
exposed move at the end leading round under the big roof. John and Keith were following close
behind with John enjoying leading and Keith more than happy to be able to relax and soak up the
atmosphere. I split the pitches to avoid rope drag and make communication easier.

Sabine on pitch 1

John and Sabine after pitch 2

Soon we were at the junction with South Ridge Direct below the Three-tiered Chimney - the crux of
the route. The first moves are quite hard for V Diff but are soon over. Dampness kept the interest
level high in the steep upper chimney which finishes with a handy jammed chockstone. Sabine
overcame this with a slightly (and literally) over-the -top heel-hook .

Sabine and John tackle the chock-stone

Soon we were all regrouped on the terrace below the upper pinnacle. I love the first of the upper
pitches, with the holds leading you out to the edge of beyond and the U shaped valley of Glen Rosa
sweeping away in the background. We were now at the scene of last year’s route finding problems
but there was no hitch this year. Up the chimney and along a ledge to another belay below the final
slab. We could see Will and Steve grappling hard with their character building route which seemed
to combine through caves with all the rope drag you could possible need in a life-time of climbing.
Safe though!
A tough mantelshelf put me on the friction slab and then it was round the corner to the awkward
finishing mantel shelf. Sabine, who had found the arêtes at the Reach a bit scary on first
acquaintance now relished the exposure at the end of her first ever multi-pitch route. She led on up
to the top and we were soon joined by John and Keith who also sang the praises of this fantastic
outing.

Sabine tops out

John and Keith finish off with Glen Rosa behind

The sun had shone throughout the day so we were pretty pleased with our decision-making. We
were too late to consider a swim, and regrouped in the Lochranza Hotel for our evening meal, a beer
or two and a whisky tasting. Raz, Al and Tony had enjoyed their long walk over on the West side. We
hoped they wouldn’t come to regret their decision not to climb as the forecast (even from the Beeb)
for Wednesday wasn’t great for the morrow and uncertain for the rest of the week.

Raz, Tony and Al had this view of Casteal Abhail
In the morning, the hard core (Will and Steve still), wanted to climb so we left them to it. Personally,
I was pretty tired after the first two days so the quieter day we had was perfect. We took a short
boat trip to Holy Island - owned by Buddhists. We had a briefing from one of the staff members and
then took the walk over the summits. Pretty good views to the North of all the mountains but
clouds were gathering and we wondered how Steve and Will were doing. Down at the South end we
took in the lighthouse and peered through the gardens at the closed retreat where Buddhist Nuns
spend 4 years at a time cut off from the world. On the easy west side coastal path were several
Buddhist shrines with painted images of their deities. It was strangely calming and there were also
Christian relics for example the cave where St Molaise set up as a hermit in the 6th Century. Wildlife
on the island was mainly wild Soay sheep and Eriskay ponies but, as on the main island, there were
loads of furry caterpillars. The main buildings are run commercially as a retreat and we crossed with
some incoming punters as we took the boat back to the “mainland”. We reached the cars as the rain
really got going.

The team at the high
point of Holy island

Steve and Will were pretty late down but had got their route (Labyrinth) done albeit in pretty wet
conditions. Character building though!
The forecast was still a tricky one to interpret but after catching up with the Archers (John and Keith
already paid up members and the rest close to conversion) we settled objectives for Thursday.
Michal, one of our hosts, was keen for a day out. Most of us settled for the only major ridge we
hadn’t done over Casteal Abhail. Tony was really keen to climb and Raz and he agreed to go for
South Ridge Direct - ironically on a worse day than the Tuesday when they had backed off.
The main party set off up the beautiful cascading mountain stream leading up to the cwm below
Casteal Abhail. On a really sunny day with time to spare, swimming in the stream would be a delight
as it consists of a series of linked swimming pools all of which would be very tempting.
We soon left the stream and made our way up a faint path to start the round of the ridge leading to
the summit. Views were fleeting and at times we thought we would suffer heavy rain, but it was
only mist. At the summit on fantastic sculpted boulders, the mist swirled and threatened views.
We ate lunch and hung on but it wouldn’t quite clear so we set off on the ridge towards the Witch’s
Step. Of course, as soon as we moved down, the mist cleared and gave us pretty good views of Cir
Mhor and the rest of the big peaks. We wondered whether Raz and Tony would be put off by the
mist and threat of rain but they would be on the other side of the mountain so we couldn’t see them
anyway.

Mist on Castel Abhail

The ridge unfolded, getting steadily more scrambly until eventually, the cleft of the Witch’s Step
opened up in front of us. The scramble down into the gap needed care but wasn’t too bad. The
nature of the bad step on the other side was, however, abundantly clear. Having said that we didn’t
need rock boots, I was now about to be tested. We’d brought a rope and a few bits of gear and I led
off. At the crux bulge it all felt damp and insecure. An old sling threaded a chock to provide perfect
safety, so I had no excuse.

The Witch’s Step from the road

The Bad Witch’s Step
I could just reach a semblance of a handhold on the slab but my muddy boots didn’t like the shelf
below. After a couple of tentative forays, I eventually swam up it in a very ungainly fashion with
knees, elbows, shoulders and everything else fighting to maintain friction. With some relief, I tied on
to watch the fun. Everyone did it differently depending partly on height but everyone did it a lot
more stylishly than me. A couple of short pitches followed with a nice exposed traverse at the top.
A good view down on the traverse could be had by scrambling up the upper boulder. Great fun!

Differing techniques from Sabine and John at the bad step

Keith on the traverse

Safely past the Witch’s Step

Posing

Views improved as we walked down leaving the rock for the usual bog as we hit the lower slopes.
On the way back to the hostel, Michal spotted a golden eagle that was hunting near its nest above
the brewery. A great end to the day. Michal was pretty happy as he had backed off the Witch’s
Step when soloing and also, this was the first time that guests had invited him out with them.
Off to the pub again after eating. John had been saying that he was pretty tired and didn’t want to
find himself shattered after a long walk in so as we set off he was clear that he would not be keen on
South Ridge Direct. However, by the time we got to the pub ten minutes later, he’d changed his
mind and it was definitely on. I think we all found, as the week progressed, that we got fitter and
found the long walks more enjoyable. A message came through from Raz and Tony. They’d got

South Ridge Direct done and were rightly pretty pleased with themselves. It had been pretty cold
with a strong wind. Initially, the plan had been for Raz to lead all the hard pitches, but there’s no
stopping Tony when he’s in the mood and he took on the S crack finding it “interesting”. Raz
despatched the Y cracks without incident and the later layback pitch. They wouldn’t get back home
till around 1030pm so a pretty long day. Meanwhile, the whisky tasting was going well!
The Friday dawned with light cloud and the promise of a good final day. Raz and Tony had walked
up Glen Sannox to get to the start of South Ridge Direct, but John, Al and I settled for the normal
approach up Glen Rosa. Our plan was to dump as much unnecessary gear as we could close to the
path, take light trainers for the descent and pick the sacks up on the way down. It worked perfectly.
The weather improved steadily as we walked in so we were able to cut down on unnecessary
clothing and take just one small sack up with us. I led most of it for speed. It had been 40 years
since my first (and last) ascent, having failed at the Y cracks the year before in 1973 - 41 years ago.

Malcolm and John
In the S crack

The beautiful, sinuous S crack unfolded with a variety of stuck bits of old gear protruding. Good
holds and jams lead to the sharp edged pocket on the left (full of water!) and then to the final
finishing jugs. John and Al came up with few problems but the odd grimace showing they were
putting a bit of effort in.

Malcolm and Al at the Y Cracks

The Y cracks loom above. Short but sharp. I fixed a big cam and a large nut in the left hand crack
and clipped an old sling higher on the right - just possibly mine from 41 years ago. Then I went for it.

It’s steep but eventually you can reach the left ear and get your hands over the back of it and it’s all
over. More grimacing from John and Al as they fought their different ways to the jugs and we
regrouped. The wind suddenly got up as John traversed over towards the layback corner but then
just as suddenly it faded away again.

About to move right
from the layback crack

The corner is steep for a couple of metres but then great moves lead out right on a basalt vein for
the hands with friction for the feet. Then we were back on Sou’Wester slabs. John led the threetiered chimney. We were at the top at 4 pm and back home in time for a shower before the Archers.
This despite another stop to admire the golden eagle now soaring over Corrie on the coast. The
others (particularly Tony) were surprised to see us back so soon!
Sabine, Raz and Steve (allowed a day off by Will) had done the coastal walk from Lochranza with
Keith for the first part before he returned to start home. Steve also claimed to have seen an otter,
although there were no witnesses.

Coastal Scenes

Will and Tony had teamed up for a route on the Rosa slabs.
As the forecast for the Saturday was poor and everyone had done almost everything we came for,
we all drove home on the Saturday.

A fantastic week with the weather coming up trumps in the end, wonderful routes and walks and
great company. Thanks to everyone for making this such a good meet.
Skye next year anyone?

Malcolm
May 2014

